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Message from Seonag Macrae

This year CLBC marks 10 years since it was established by 
the government in response to a broad effort by dedicated 
individuals and families. As we reach this anniversary, 
we owe a debt of gratitude to those we serve, their 
families, our service providers, leaders in the sector and 
government colleagues, all of whom are contributing 
to the vision of good lives in welcoming communities.

Accountability to individuals and families remains a 
fundamental part of our DNA. For much of the first 
chapter of CLBC’s life, this has meant improving our 
capacity to provide equitable, responsive, high quality 
services. This is an ongoing commitment. One goal of 
this publication is to inform you of our progress and ask 
for your feedback on where we can do better.

Another goal is to make you aware of the many efforts 
underway by families, service providers and thought 
leaders to innovate and advance CLBC’s work to create 
more effective person-centred services. Working 
together we aim to even more effectively support the full 
participation of those we serve in their communities.

Employment is one key way. Another priority in our 
strategic plan, for example, is to reduce barriers to using 
more individualized funding for families. It has always 
been CLBC’s vision to give families what they need to 
create the supports that match their unique needs. 

Also, you may not be aware of innovative projects 
families, service providers and CLBC are testing 
that leverage the untapped potential of community 
connections to reduce social isolation of individuals. 
In this update you can find information about these 
projects and stories about how individuals and 
families are making use of them. I hope this provides 
you with valuable information, and sparks a new 
sense of possibility. 

Sincerely,

Seonag Macrae

CEO, Community Living BC
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AN OVERVIEW : COM MUNIT Y LIVING BC

A vision for good lives in welcoming communities

Community Living BC was established on July 1, 
2005 by the Community Living Authority Act with 
a mandate to provide person-centred supports to 
people with developmental disabilities. Today CLBC 
funds, administers and monitors services which meet 
the disability related needs of two groups of eligible 
individuals. As of March 31, 2015, this included:

 p16,774 adults who have a developmental disability.

 p 923 adults who have fetal alcohol spectrum disorder 
(FASD) or autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and 
significant limitations in adaptive functioning.

CLBC funds services through a network of service 
providers and via individualized funding (directly to 
families) usually where families manage funds on behalf 
of their loved ones.

How individuals and families connect with CLBC
Families can contact the CLBC office for their area as soon 
as their loved ones turn 16 to begin planning for transition 
at 19, when they become eligible for adult services – or at 
any time during their adult life. A CLBC Facilitator will 
work directly with people to learn about their needs by 
gathering information, supporting planning, identifying 
services and finding resources in the community. 
Families may receive services through contracts with 
service providers or directly through one of several 
individual funding options, including directly managing 
funds, receiving funds in a microboard or having the 
funds and services managed through host agencies.

Safeguards
CLBC promotes a range of safeguards to help ensure 
the well-being of the people we serve. Examples include 
licensing, accreditation and safety standard requirements 
for contracted service providers; periodic internal and 
external reviews; ongoing monitoring of services, and; 
the CLBC complaints resolution process. As a designated 
agency under the Adult Guardianship Act, CLBC also 
responds to allegations of abuse and neglect towards 
adults with developmental disabilities.

Support services

Employment
CLBC contracts with agencies to provide employment 
services to help people find and keep work. Since 2012, 
through the Community Action Employment Plan 
CLBC works with individuals, families, community 
groups, schools, contracted service providers and 
government agencies to increase jobs for individuals 
with developmental disabilities.

Residential supports
The types of support provided depends upon each 
individual’s needs, support preferences and availability, 
and preferred home environment. Residential supports 
include:

 p Supported Living – Assistance for people living 
independently in the community who own, lease or 
rent their own homes. 

 p Shared Living – Where a person shares a home with 
a contracted service provider who provides ongoing 
support. The person we serve will either live in the 
contractor’s home or a contractor will live in the 
person’s home. 

 p Staffed Residential – 24-hour support for daily living 
to a person or group by a team of staff.

Community inclusion
CLBC provides funding to assist individuals to 
pursue personal goals that lead to better quality of life, 
participation in their communities and full citizenship. 
These services include employment, skill development, 
community and home-based services.

Respite
Respite provides families with a break from the 
challenges of caregiving. Families can use respite services 
in the manner that best suits their own circumstances. 

Specialized behavioural and mental health services
CLBC operates the Provincial Assessment Centre, a 
10-bed mental health assessment and treatment centre 
in Burnaby serving individuals over 14 who have a 
developmental disability and a mental health issue. 
Services include assessment and short-term treatment.
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TEN YE ARS L ATER :  E VALUATING PROGRESS THROUGH INCLUDEME !

The Include Me! quality of life survey

CLBC is using a ground-breaking project to measure the quality 
of life outcomes of those we serve in British Columbia.

First launched as a demonstration project in 2010, CLBC 
has now worked with over 70 service providers to survey 
more than 3,000 individuals about how they feel about 
their independence, social participation and well-being.

The project is unique among social programs in its effort 
to ask individuals with developmental disabilities directly 
how they feel about their quality of life. To do this, it uses 
a framework that has been developed and researched by 
international expert Dr. Robert Schalock.

Last year, 819 individuals participated in the survey 
process. It was well received by individuals and well 
supported by service providers. About 80 per cent 
completed the survey on their own, and others were 
supported to participate by having two other people 
who know them well respond on their behalf. Those 
conducting the interviews were individuals with a 
developmental disability who were recruited, trained 
and employed by researchers.

2014/15 results
Results for last year show that scores are highest in 
feelings of well-being: 

Scores are lowest in feelings of social inclusion, at 6.6/10.

This year CLBC is planning a general population survey 
so that it can compare individuals we serve with others 
in the community.

What we are learning
This is giving CLBC and its service providers very 
important information to help us know how to better 
support individuals. For example, it shows that those 
receiving employment services feel more positive in the 
areas of rights, self-determination and social inclusion.

It also shows that those in shared living arrangements 
have higher scores in self-determination, rights, personal 
development and social inclusion.

How the data is leading to better services
The data is helping CLBC and participating service 
providers get better at what we do. Agencies that have 
been part of the project have been using the results to 
change how they deliver services. Last year four agencies 
that were part of the original demonstration project 
participated again, and saw dramatic across-the-board 
improvements of 11 per cent in the scores of those who 
receive their services. They saw the biggest gains for 
those they serve in the areas of interpersonal relations, 
self-determination and social inclusion.

Learn more about Include Me! findings at: 
www.communitylivingbc.ca

Read about how this project is helping one agency 
better serve individuals and families, on page 8. 

MATERIAL 
WELL-BEING

7.9/10

EMOTIONAL 
WELL-BEING

8.6 /10

PHYSICAL 
WELL-BEING

8.1 /10
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CLBC aims to launch its new 
approach to planning with 
families by the end of 2016.

IMPROVING SERVICES

CLBC’s Strategic Plan

CLBC has an ongoing commitment to improve existing services for 
individuals and families. The CLBC Strategic Plan highlights goals and 
action plans to do this, including these forward-looking projects.

Making it easier for families to access services
Whether individuals and families come to CLBC 
when they turn 19, or later on in life, they have many 
questions. For the past two years, CLBC has been 
working on a project to better understand individuals’ 
and families’ planning needs. Our project aims to create 
a more consistent and effective planning approach that 
is simpler, person-led and focused on desired outcomes. 
It will include an enhanced orientation to CLBC with 
an option for family-to-family support, planning 
resources that explain more creative options for meeting 
needs, and the development of a personal profile tool 
that highlights individual priorities. CLBC aims to 
implement this improved way of planning with families 
by the end of 2016.

A new service to support employment
In the past ten years CLBC has seen a shift in 
expectations among those we serve. Transitioning youth 
and their families are coming to CLBC with aspirations 
that go beyond what is offered in traditional centre-based 
day services. They want to find meaningful jobs and make 
contributions in their community. Two years ago CLBC 
launched the Community Action Employment Plan 
which is helping increase employment for those we serve. 
Now we are planning a project to create a new service 
that will offer individuals and their families options 
that balance supports around employment, meaningful 
community inclusion, skill development and strengthened 
community supports. Starting in September 2015, 
CLBC will ask service providers who are already serving 
people in new innovative ways to share their experience, 
expertise and knowledge with CLBC to help develop and 
then test a new kind of program. The goal is to make new 
services available to families across the province by 2017.

Enhancing individualized funding options
There is a keen interest in promoting the use of 
individualized funding as a way to give families more 
input into their services. So far, only 12 per cent of 
families CLBC serves have utilized this form of funding, 
which allows people to customize and develop services 
to fit their unique needs. CLBC is embarking on a new 
three-year project to improve awareness of the option 
and to develop supports and tools that make it easier for 
family groups to use this kind of funding. To learn more 
about one family’s experience, read the story about 
Asher’s Amazing Popcorn on page 7. And stay tuned 
as CLBC shares more stories over the next year with 
families about how individualized funding can be used 
to serve their needs.

For more information on these, and many other 
forward-looking initiatives, read CLBC’s Strategic 
Plan at: www.communitylivingbc.ca
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EMPLOYMENT AND WELL BEING

Job delivers more than papers

“One of the best things about inclusive employment is seeing 
first-hand how much a person enjoys their position, how 
delighted they are to go out the door to work every day and 
how much pride they take,” says Kristine Moller, an employment 
counsellor at Thompson Community Services (TCS). 

TCS began its employment program in Kamloops 
recently to help more individuals find and keep work. 
It’s part of a CLBC Community Action Employment 
Plan (CAEP) pilot project aiming to push employment 
to new levels by having local groups create community 
employment plans and work more closely with 
employers. TCS is working with community partners 
like Work BC.

Among the first to benefit was a young woman named 
Velvet, and her new employer the Downtown Echo, a 
Kamloops neighbourhood newspaper. 

“I was introduced to Velvet the first week I started 
working at TCS,” says Moller. “She was a ball of energy, 
raring to go and more than ready to find employment. 
She had specific job needs so it took a few months to 
find her a position that would be a good fit. During 
those few months, she would eagerly follow up with 
me on a weekly basis.”

The right match was finally in place when a job as a 
delivery person came up at the Downtown Echo. As it 
was a fairly large route to cover, TCS transformed some 
of Velvet’s community inclusion hours every Wednesday 
to support her in her job. That supports another part 
of CLBC’s vision – to build the capacity of inclusion 
programs to support those who want to work.

The first time Velvet and her support worker did the 
route, it took about four hours and Velvet needed 
support to go in and out of businesses to drop off the 
paper. However, just a few short weeks later, Velvet was 
able to go independently into businesses, and the time 
to do the route was reduced by half.

“Velvet is thrilled with her position and really looks 
forward to receiving her paycheque,” says Moller, “We 
hope for Velvet to be ready to work more in the future 
but for right now, once a week is a perfect amount for 
her to feel like she is actively contributing to society 
and making a difference in her own life.”

To learn more about employment supports in 
your community for your family member, contact 
your nearest CLBC office. Visit our web site 
to learn more about the Community Action 
Employment Plan.

Just a few short weeks later, Velvet 
was able to go independently into 
businesses, and the time to do 
the route was reduced by half.

Kamloops employer Downtown Echo is 
benefiting from the work of Velvet.
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES AND INDEPENDENCE

A safe and welcoming home

Ed, a retired social worker, and Cynthia, a former care provider, 
knew that they wanted to open their home to someone in their 
community who lives with a developmental disability. 

“Someone with a disability needs the same things as 
everyone else: independence, meaningful friendships 
and being part of a family,” says Ed. 

Ed and Cynthia met with CLBC service provider 
Vernon and District Association for Community Living 
(VDACL) in Vernon to complete an in-depth assessment. 
Both CLBC and VDCAL work together to ensure that 
a suitable match is made and that the individual has a 
choice in where they live. 

“The key to the success of a home sharing arrangement 
depends on the match between the individual and the 
home sharing provider. At VDCAL we work diligently 
to make sure that our home sharing arrangements are 
the right fit for everyone,” says Jo Hansen, Home Share 
Co-ordinator with VDCAL.

With the help of Jo, Chris and his mom visited three 
potential home sharing providers and Chris picked Ed 
and Cynthia. Chris has now been living with Ed and 
Cynthia for two years. 

“I really liked Ed and Cynthia,” says Chris. “They live close 
to town, close to the bus, they had a great living space for 
me and they were so nice and friendly.” 

An avid sports fan, Chris and Ed watch lots of sports 
together and enjoy going fishing. Chris especially loves to 
watch his favourite hockey team play, the Vernon Vipers, 
and he attends games regularly with his friends. 

“Chris is a very busy guy. He has two jobs, he attends 
church and has many friends in the community,” says 
Cynthia. “Chris also spends lots of time with his 
grandparents who live in Vernon. Chris is an amazing 
support for his grandparents.” 

“Although Chris is very independent we still watch out 
for him,” adds Cynthia. “He is a part of our family and 
we want what is best for him.” 

When there is a good fit, home sharing can provide 
support that evolves according to each individual’s needs. 

“Being a home share provider, you have to have 
an enormous capacity for listening, hearing and 
understanding,” says Ed. “You can’t have someone come 
into your home and expect them to adapt to you, you 
also have to adapt to them.”

“We’re so happy that Chris chose us and wanted to live 
here,” says Cynthia. “We are the lucky ones.” 

Did you know that home sharing is now the most 
frequently used residential service? Learn more on 
the home sharing section of CLBC’s web site.

Ed and Cynthia (left), feel they are the lucky ones to 
have Chris join their family.
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INNOVATION AND SOCIAL INCLUSION

Enriching lives through new experiences at Kudoz

Ben often spends his time at a day program and although he 
enjoys it he also says, “I’m looking for a change. Sometimes 
it’s boring and you don’t know what things to do.”

Ben signed up to participate in Kudoz, an innovative 
adult learning exchange recently trialed in Burnaby, 
Coquitlam, New Westminster, and Vancouver. Kudoz 
connects adults with developmental disabilities with 
people in their community who have an interest or 
passion to share. Individuals like Ben can choose from 
an online catalogue of learning experiences, and get 
recognized for their learning with badges. 

In three months, Kudoz recruited 100 volunteer hosts, 
from small business owners to retirees, who offered over 
130 hours of one-to-one learning. Experiences ranged 
from film-making to opera appreciation to dog training. 

Kudoz was born from the work of Sarah Schulman, a 
founding partner of InWithForward, an organization 
that makes, tests, and spreads social services and 
neighborhood networks. She and her research team 
moved into a housing complex in Burnaby for three 
months to live alongside individuals with developmental 
disabilities and explore experiences of social isolation. 

The team discovered that many individuals and their 
family members were isolated from new learning and 

life experiences. They wanted a space for their own 
lifelong learning. 

To address this gap, InWithForward partnered with 
the Burnaby Association for Community Inclusion, 
the Simon Fraser Society for Community Living 
and posAbilities. Community Living BC funded the 
coordination of the research phase and worked with 
the service providers to allocate some of their funding 
to the project. 

For Ben, becoming a Ku-doer has opened new doors.

“I like dogs, cats, snakes, and I want to know how to 
take care of things,” says Ben, whose first experience 
saw him spending time at Sophie’s Pet Palace with host 
Lise Wright, the store’s owner. 

Ben’s other Kudoz experiences included learning about 
the backstage operations at the Massey Theatre, taking 
stunt lessons from a professional stunt double, going on 
a botany walk with a biologist, and rock climbing.

Success for Kudoz is an increase in Ku-doers’ sense of 
choice; their confidence and competence; their capacity 
to reflect and engage in fresh conversations; and a wider 
professional network. At the end of the trial period, Ben 
reported changes in all of these areas. He earned a badge 
for ‘Getting over fear of heights.’

To learn more about Kudoz, and see stories of Ku-doers 
and hosts, visit: www.Kudoz.ca.

In three months, Kudoz recruited 100 
volunteer hosts, from small business 
owners to retirees, who offered over 
130 hours of one-to-one learning. 
Experiences ranged from film-making 
to opera appreciation to dog training. 

Ben is enjoying many new experiences thanks to Kudoz.
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INDIVIDUALIZED FA MILY SOLUTIONS

The power of popcorn

Asher Johnson-Dorman lives for popcorn – bags 
and bags of buttered and maple caramel crunch, 
wrapped in plastic and tied up with ribbon.

The 22-year-old, who is diagnosed with autism, has taken 
advantage of a creative alternative to CLBC’s traditional 
day programs. Using an option called individualized 
funding and a family-run project called InclusionWorks!, 
he has found a way to turn his popcorn passion into his 
own business, Asher’s Amazing Popcorn.

Individualized funding is a person-centred option that 
allows people to use their CLBC funding to manage their 
own services, recruiting, hiring, training and overseeing 
support workers. 

By pooling their CLBC individualized funding (IF), 
experience, networks and ideas, the families that set up 
InclusionWorks! are getting more for their money. The 
approach empowers them to design and manage their 
own community inclusion services in a way that allows 
Asher to flourish.

Asher’s mother Catriona Johnson and other family 
members wanted a more flexible model. “It made sense 
to come together,” says Catriona.

Since its start in 2010, InclusionWorks! has grown to 
include 25 adults in three family-governed groups who 
attend individual and small group activities for up to 35 
hours weekly for five years before transitioning out. The 
groups share common values — inclusion, citizenship, 
supported decision making, high expectations and 
dignity that comes with the freedom to take risks. 

With over 20 community partners, they organize 
activities that promote independence, health, well-being 
and social relationships. 

Thanks to a Vancouver Foundation grant, 
InclusionWorks!, GT Hiring Solutions and contracted 
employment specialists help participants find and 
keep jobs. That’s how Asher became one of Victoria’s 
purveyors of buttery delights.

“He’s grown and become more social because of the 
interactions around the selling of popcorn,” says 
Catriona. “It’s interesting and not something I thought 
would happen.”

Through InclusionWorks!, Asher and his peers have taken 
advantage of courses offered through the South Island 
Distance Education School and access the University of 
Victoria Centre for Outreach Education. And there are 
weekly workshops that explore self-advocacy, friendships, 
dating, and sexuality. Because activity groups are small, 
they are nimble and can change course quickly. Many of 
the support workers are young themselves. Participants 
bond easily with them.

For Catriona, InclusionWorks! is a way for Asher to 
pursue his own interests, like owning a small business. 

“He can be with other young people with the same 
interests. And he makes friends!” she says. “Using IF in 
a family-governed group supports self-determination 
while also supporting social relationships and being 
included in the larger community. That’s what 
citizenship is about for all of us.”

Learn more in the individualized funding section of 
CLBC’s web site.

With help from family-run project InclusionWorks!, 
Asher has his own popcorn business.
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Personal

Development

Do you have opportunities

to learn and access to

information that you

need and want?

Self

Determination

Do you make the decisions

about your life

and the things that

matter to you?

Emotional

Well-being

Do you feel safe in your

home and have access

to people you trust?

Interpersonal

Relations

Do you have relationships

with family and friends

and opportunities to

meet new people?

Social Inclusion

Are you involved in your

community?

Physical

Well-being

Do you have access

to healthy foods and

the exercise you need?

Rights

Do you have privacy

and respect from

people around you?

Material

Well-being

Do you have the

financial resources to

do the things that are

important to you?

How is your 

Quality of Life?

 

WORKING WITH SERVICE PROVIDERS

Taking the measure of a full life

Dan Collins doesn’t have time to be bored. As Executive Director 
of Langley Association for Community Living (LACL), he leads an 
organization that provides a range of supports to over 400 children and 
youth with special needs and adults with developmental disabilities. 

CLBC works with service providers like LACL to support 
more than 17,000 individuals to have a strong quality of 
life. But until a few years ago, there was no easy way to 
answer the simple question: how well are we doing? 

In 2011 CLBC began working with Dr. Robert Schalock, 
an international quality of life expert, to do something 
that had not really been tried before. CLBC partnered 
with service providers to administer a survey to ask 
people with developmental disabilities themselves about 
their quality of life. The idea was to find a way to start 
working in partnership with service providers like LACL 
to better evaluate our efforts. The initiative is known as 
Include Me! 

“We were excited when CLBC approached us about 
Include Me!,” says Dan Collins. “It served as an invitation 
to explore our values and how we support folks while 
taking a closer look at our business process and 
operational systems.” 

LACL experimented with novel ways to engage those 
they support and even developed a plain language board 
game to encourage learning, coupled with fun and laughter. 

“We began the process in 2012, and the results of our 
initial survey revealed that we could do more to address 
each individual’s capacity and ability to make decisions 
about their lives,” says Dan. 

Over the past four years LACL has been making changes 
based on the information learned from participating in 
Include Me! “Led by self-advocates, we piloted a new 
planning process that used electronic posters to express 
personal plans,” said Dan. 

And the effort is paying off. LACL’s 2015 survey results 
showed people they support are feeling better about 
their personal development, social skills and their 
relationships in the community. 

“There is so much more to Include Me! than a survey. It is 
not an assessment of your organization or a measure of 
performance,” says Dan. “It is the beginning of a process, 
a continuous process, to improve how we deliver needed 
supports and services. This is the approach we took at 
LACL and we are thrilled about the results.”

To learn more about the services of Langley Association 
for Community Living, visit: www.langleyacl.com

CLBC partnered with service providers to 
administer a survey to ask people with 
developmental disabilities themselves 
about their quality of life. The idea 
was to find a way to start working in 
partnership with service providers like 
LACL to better evaluate our efforts. The 
initiative is known as Include Me! 
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2014/15 Performance Highlights

Last year CLBC staff worked hard to serve as many individuals 
and families in B.C. as possible with quality services. We also 
made progress on a range of forward-looking initiatives.

Serving individuals and families
Thanks to an additional $33 million made available to 
CLBC in 2014-15, and total revenues of $821.8 million 
CLBC was able to:

 p Provide new services and increased support to nearly 
3,300 individuals.

 p Continue to address the ongoing service needs of a 
total of 17,697 individuals (an increase of 1,044 or 
6.3 per cent in those served over the previous year)

Employment
CLBC marked the second anniversary of its Community 
Action Employment Plan. In the last two years since the 
plan was launched, the number of individuals we serve 
who report an income has grown from 2,200 to 3,600. 
While not a direct measure of jobs created by the plan, 
it’s an indicator of positive momentum. CLBC is putting 
in place a new reporting system to measure growth in 
jobs for those we serve.

Aboriginal initiative
CLBC announced last year that it is now providing 
services in First Nations communities wherever possible 
for eligible individuals. An updated Question and Answer 
document for families is now available to help them 
understand how to access available supports and services. 
Visit the Aboriginal Initiative section of CLBC’s web site 
to learn more.

Home share services
More than 3,500 individuals in B.C. are living in a home 
share arrangement. This year CLBC launched a five-year 
plan to, among other things, improve information for 
individuals and families, create more training options, 
and to strengthen guidelines to that ensure safety and 
accountability.

Aging forums
In 2012 CLBC released a Strategy on Aging to assist 
with addressing the support needs of individuals who 
are aging, their aging caregivers or family members. 
In spring of 2015, we followed up with nine provincial 
forums to gather information on existing successful 
practices throughout the province. You can find out 
about the results on CLBC’s web site in the Initiatives 
section on Growing Older in Community.

Complaints resolution 
CLBC has a formal complaints process to help families. 
The process is simple, and CLBC is committed to 
responding within two business days to begin the process. 
Last year, CLBC had 107 complaints and successfully 
resolved 96 per cent of them.

Financial performance
For a full report on CLBC’s financial performance, 
visit the 2014-15 Annual Service Plan Report. 

To read CLBC’s 2014-15 Annual Service Plan Report 
visit the Reports section of CLBC’s web site at:  
www.communitylivingbc.ca.



CLBC’s Commitment

In all we do, we will listen to you, respect 
you, learn from you, recognize your strengths 
and communicate openly and honestly.
In addition to day-to-day interaction with individuals and families, CLBC 
receives input through 13 Community Councils, a Provincial Advisory 
Committee, an Aboriginal Advisory Committee and an Editorial Board 
made up of self advocates and family members. CLBC also has a Family 
Partnership Advisor, Self Advocate Advisor and Aboriginal Advisor to 
support strong relationships.

Help us envision the future
Visit CLBC’s 10-Year Anniversary web site, and contribute your 
comments to what community inclusion should look like in 25 years. 
www.communitylivingbc.ca/10years

Nominate someone for a WOW!clbc award
This year CLBC will launch its seventh annual Widening Our World 
awards. Visit the WOW!clbc recognition awards section of our web site 
to nominate someone in your community who is working hard to build 
welcoming communities.

Visit an office near you
100 Mile House
Abbotsford
Burnaby
Campbell River
Castlegar
Chilliwack
Courtenay
Cranbrook
Creston
Dawson Creek

Duncan
Fort St. John
Gibsons
Kamloops
Kelowna
Langley
Nanaimo
North Vancouver
Parksville
Penticton

Port Alberni
Port Hardy
Port Moody
Powell River
Prince George
Prince Rupert
Quesnel
Revelstoke
Richmond
Salmon Arm

Smithers
Surrey
Terrace
Vancouver
Vernon
Victoria
Williams Lake

7th Floor – Airport Square
1200 West 73rd Ave
Vancouver, British Columbia 
Canada V6P6G5
Phone: 604 664 0101
Toll Free:1 877 660 2522
Email: CLBCInfo@gov.bc.ca

www.communitylivingbc.ca


